Impact of a procedure-specific do not resuscitate order form on documentation of do not resuscitate orders.
Serious problems exist with respect to documentation of do not resuscitate (DNR) orders. We studied the impact of a procedure-specific DNR order form on documentation of these orders. We prospectively compared DNR chart documentation during a 3-month period before and after implementation of a procedure-specific DNR order form. The order form was used in 41 (93%) of 43 charts after its implementation. Documentation of attending physician agreement with the DNR order form increased from 30 of 34 charts in which the order form was used). The number of orders where it was uncertain whether at least one component of acute cardiopulmonary life support-related procedures was to be performed decreased from 30 (88%) of 34 charts to three (7%) of 43 charts. The order form had no measurable impact on documentation of DNR discussion. Only 25% of the charts had any discussion of the risks and benefits of CPR. A procedure-specific DNR order form can improve documentation of DNR decisions. The reduction of uncertainty in these orders about the use of specific procedures can prevent errors in patient care.